ACTIVE VERBS FOR DISCUSSING IDEAS

acknowledges  elaborates  reviews  dissembles  venerates
advocates  endorses  says  engenders  verifies
allows  eradicates  seeks  equivocates  absconds
analyzes  evokes  shares  facilitates  augments
answers  experiments  simplifies  feigns  buttresses
argues  explains  states  formulates  conduces
ascribes  guides  summarizes  fosters  conflates
asserts  handles  supports  incites  descrives
cautions  illuminates  tells  infers  delineates
challenges  implies  urges  insinuates  enervates
claims  infers  warns  inundates  engenders
compares  informs  wavers  mitigates  enumerates
conceals  insists  amalgamates  negates  evinces
concludes  lists  ameliorates  placates  extirpates
condones  maintains  assails  pleads  marshals
convinces  obtains  asserts  propitiates  obfuscates
critiques  outlines  assuages  qualifies  obviates
declares  proposes  concurs  ratifies  occludes
defers  provoked  conjoins  rationalizes  parses
depicts  quotes  connotes  recants  prevaricates
describes  rejects  correlates  rescinds  notes
determines  responds  defies  synthesizes
discerns  discusses  repudiates  undulates